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South American dairy: Is the threat real?




South American dairy production will likely grow over time.
However, South American consumer demand is likely to absorb most of the production increase.
As a result, South American dairy exports are unlikely to pose a serious threat to NZ dairy’s export fortunes.

Over the past 15 years, the position of the United States
as the leading producer and exporter of soybeans and
soybean products has slowly eroded as other countries –
particularly in South America – have aggressively
increased production and exports. Given this experience,
and the scale of South American agricultural resources,
one does wonder which agricultural sector might be next.
In this column we pose just that question and ask “does
South America pose a real competitive threat to New
Zealand?”
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While very unlikely, the potential exists for a significant
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first 10 months of 2017. In contrast to dairy and in
anticipation of a bad outcome for NAFTA, Mexico is taking action to secure new suppliers other than those in the US,
as discussed below.
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For example, to diversify its agriculture supplier base in anticipation of a breakdown in NAFTA talks, Mexico is
currently negotiating a trade agreement involving cars and agricultural products with Argentina. Under the potential
agreement, Mexico, which currently exports 80% of the cars it produces to the US, would shift exporting those cars to
Argentina. In turn, Argentina would export corn and soybeans to Mexico, replacing US origin corn and soybeans.

Threat 2: New export competitor
A second potential threat to New Zealand dairy
exporters is the emergence of new dairy-exporting
countries. A reordering of trade relations does not
create new demand, it only changes the composition
of countries that meet the existing demand. On the
other hand, an increase in world dairy products
available for export could be more unsettling to
current trade relations. While Argentina has corn
and soybeans to export to Mexico, what if Mexico
looked to Argentina or another South American
country, instead of the US and New Zealand, for dairy
imports to meet its domestic demand?
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To answer that question, let’s first look at a real
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example – the growth of the Brazilian soybean
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industry. As Brazilian soybean production has
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increased over the past few years, so have its soybean
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exports. Brazilian soybean exports more than tripled
between 2000 and 2015. At the same time, US
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soybean production and export growth were more
modest and Brazil moved into traditional US markets.
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The growth in the importance of Brazil to the world’s
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soybean markets was a combination of the country
bringing new land into production and the aggressive
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brought into the farming system. While US soybean
production will slowly grow, it will difficult to increase sufficiently to match the growth in Brazilian production.
In light of the impact of a robust and aggressive Brazilian soybean sector on US competition, one wonders what a
similar focus by Brazil and other South American countries might mean for New Zealand dairy exports. First up, a lool
at South American production trends shows that Brazil and Colombia have demonstrated an increase in production
between 2000 and 2015. While weather could be a factor in the production declines seen for Argentina, Uruguay and
Venezuela, none of those three countries have (or are) forecast to return to 2012-2014 production levels for either
2016 or 2017. Brazil's milk output for 2017 is forecast to be only very slightly above the 2012-14 average. Colombia's
output showed the greatest growth, with 2017 output forecast to be nearly 10% above the 2012-14 average. Dairy
production in Argentina, Chile and Uruguay declined.

Brazil has potential…
From a purely historical perspective, Brazil appears to be the country to watch for increased dairy production.
Brazilian dairy output is currently about 60% above New Zealand levels. It is believed Brazil has the potential to
further increase output by bringing new land into production, as was demonstrated for soybeans. In addition,
improvements in herd genetics, greater use of emerging technologies and improvements in their infrastructure all
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point toward the possibility of significant increases in Brazilian milk output. A similar outcome for Colombia, albeit on
a smaller scale, brings another increasingly significant South American country into the dairy mix.
In addition to improved herd genetics and adaption of contemporary technologies, there are several other broad
changes that could increase production. There could be a consolidation of farms which could lead to increased
efficiencies and economies of scale. For example, Brazil has nearly 1.2 million dairy farms. As seen in many different
countries, consolidation of smaller farms into larger farms results in increased productivity. Further, South America
has considerably less water stress than other regions, enhancing growth potential. The area uses hybrid production
systems, blending together farm level grain feeding with pastoral feeding. This ability to mix pasture and grains to
feed livestock helps to cushion dairy farms from the vagaries of feed or rainfall availability experienced by farms with
more focused feeding choices.

…but growing domestic markets are likely to take priority over exports
While the countries discussed have the potential to increase production, the reality is that domestic consumption is
growing in those countries, providing a more accessible market and reducing the volume of dairy products available
for export. For example, Venezuela has minimal exports, given robust domestic demand. Because of production
challenges in that country, it is not expected that Venezuela will become an exporter anytime soon. With a smaller
population and a reasonably well-developed production sector, Uruguay should remain a consistent dairy exporter. It
has increased exports almost 15% during the time frame discussed and is the second leading exporter, after
Argentina. But volumes exported are expected to remain small
when compared to New Zealand exports.
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This means, for South America, increased domestic
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changes from lower-value products to higher-value goods. As this happens, lower-value bulk dairy products could
move into world markets as domestic demand is met through higher-value imported products.

As a result, we expect the dairy threat from South America to remain modest
In summary, while South America has the resources to increase dairy production significantly and become a more
important participant in world markets, challenges exist. Recent unstable economic conditions have had very
negative impacts on Venezuela and Argentina. Further, the political climate of other countries, such as Brazil, raise
the risk of investing in those countries, further dampening significant growth in dairy production in the near and
medium term.
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Disclaimer
This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.
We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based
on the information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as
to accuracy, reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this
document are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed
elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document.
Neither ASB nor any person involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or
any part of this document.
Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to
contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant
that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.
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